Abstract. For wireless sensor network (WSN), the first step is to deploy sensor nodes effectively into the target area. In fact, node deployment will greatly influence the lifetime and performance of WSN system. In this paper, we summarized the evolution of sensing models frequently used. Some main models' property is analyzed in details. The strategies are classified into three classes (static deployment, mobile deployment and hybrid deployment) based on the mobility of sensor nodes. Then, the typical algorithms and ideas are introduced and commented. Different performance evaluation factors for sensor network are also depicted. Finally, the developing direction of future research is discussed and anticipated.
Introduction
Node deployment is one of the key problems for designing and planning wireless sensor network (WSN) [1] . Reasonable deployment can optimize the space resources, reduce the cost and energy consumption and extend the lifetime of the whole network. Thus, the network can better fulfill such tasks as the environment perception, information access and data transmission.
Generally, the main factors which affect the node deployment are the number and location of the nodes in the target area. Proper number of WSN nodes should be used to implement the specific task. Accordingly, the key problems needed to be solved in WSN node deployment procedure consist of the coverage rate and connectivity, efficient deployment algorithm, and deployment quality evaluation. In this paper, we addressed these issues with detailed analysis of current research.
Sensing Model of WSN Nodes
In WSN's research field, we ever saw many sensing models. 0/1 model is also known as the disk model. It is frequently used in the theoretical derivation and mathematical proof. As for actual situation, 0/1 model is too simplistic and always shows large deviation.
In fact, the node detects the target by measuring received signal strength, which will decrease instead of staying still while the distance increases. The probability for sensors to detect the target point perfectively will reduce exponentially while the Euclidean distance increases [2] . It is thought that the sensor cannot sense the target data correctly when signal strength is below some threshold. 0/1 model, coupled with the probability model, will divide the perception area into two areas at (MMEBC 2016) radial direction, with the circle inside as the entire perception area and the circle outside as the probability perception area. This constitutes the shadow model. When the radius of the inner circle becomes 0, the model will reduce to the probability model. When the outside circle radius is equal to the inside circle, the model reduces to the disk model(0/1 model).
The common feature of 0/1 and probability model is that they cover circular area. However, other sensors such as ultrasonic and vision own directional sensing ability at certain angle [4] . Therefore, the fan-shaped perception model is always used for visual sensor. Since it cannot depict directional sensors accurately, Wu [5] proposed a polygonal model with a series of vertices in polar coordinates, which can express the irregular boundary of the sensing area accurately. This model is more accurate than the fan-shaped model, but it is represented entirely on the geometric graph and too complicated for usage.
Differences among node devices and changes in environment will lead to different perception ability for the same type of sensor nodes. This will cause irregular sensing area for the nodes. He [6] proposed a concept, called DOI (degree of irregularity), to describe such irregularity. Defined as the maximal difference of wireless signal strength corresponding to sensing angle, DOI represents the change percentage of the maximal path loss during the transmission at unit direction. Along with the change of DOI, the perception and coverage area of the nodes becomes more and more irregular. When DOI is 0, there will be no difference in signal strength, then the node model reduces to the ideal 0/1 model.
Considering the influence of environment and nodes' components variance, irregular model can represents sensor nodes very well under actual situation. However, its application procedure is too complex and needs to test the environment actually. Another similar case is the approximate disk model [7] .
The WSN node is consisted of electronics device and sensors which will inevitably produce misinformation and false alarm phenomenon. Researchers proposed a new sensing model, called false-alarm-rate model (FAR), based on Neumann-Pearson criterion [3] . Compared with the probability model, FAR model considers the unreliable factors of the node perception which is closer to the actual situation. In other words, FAR model will reduce to the probabilistic model by adjusting the parameters appropriately. Fig.1 shows the relationship among 0/1 model, probability model and FAR model. Fig.2 The evolution of the sensor node model As a whole, although there are still some gaps, current node models are gradually approaching the true physical characteristics of the sensor. The relationship between different sensing models is summarized in Fig. 2 .
Senor Nodes Deployment Strategy
According to nodes' mobility and placement controllability, WSN deployment can be divided into random deployment, deterministic deployment, etc. We can also give two different categories including homogeneous deployment and heterogeneous deployment on the basis of similarity and Random Deployment. Random deployment generally means that the sensor nodes are thrown by aircraft randomly. For this operation, we can exert limited control on the nodes' distribution density [8, 9] .
Random deployment focuses on the scheduling strategy of the nodes through switching the working/sleeping state of the nodes to effectively monitor the target area. For instance, in order to control nodes' energy efficiently, there have appeared some algorithms such as nodes' working time scheduling scheme, distributed density control and distributed node-scheduling scheme. These schemes can effectively improve the network lifetime and performance to some extent.
Ishizuka [10] made deep research on the distribution function of randomly deployed nodes and proposed three deployment styles, including simple cast (two-dimensional normal distribution), uniform deployment and R-random deployment (nodes distributed in the radial direction of the base station uniformly).
Deployment based on the rules. Some researchers think WSN deployment is a NP-complete optimization problem. Considering coverage rate, connectivity and life cycle, Molina [11] proposed a method called Proximity Avoidance Coverage-Preserving Operator which can enhance the optimization reliably and needs no additional calculation. As for homogenous sensor network, Yun [12] studies the deployment paradigm of full coverage and k connectivity (k≤6) with different communication/perception ratio. His conclusion is that there exists a common basic paradigm based on polygon which can be used to generate the best paradigm of all the known.
Since the target area is complicated and signal transmission is affected severely, indoor sensor network often adapt some rules-based deployment. The Gallery Alarm is a classic example, which builds a sensor network of full resolving power by coding theory with limited topology. But for actual application, the prerequisites of limited topology cannot be met. It is difficult to design algorithms to make some objective functions. As radio signals have serious diffraction and reflection in indoor propagation, it is difficult to build a unified model. Using the 2.4GHz ISM band and the logarithm distance model, Huo [13] proposes a rapid deployment program of WSN nodes while such factors as antenna height and other environmental are taken into account. By defining the deployment rules and supplementary rules, the author makes a beneficial exploration to avoid the perception holes caused by the antenna height variance.
Furthermore, deployment issues are researched by researchers from the viewpoint of gradient, nested grid and ring model respectively [14] [15] [16] . While [17] studies the directional WSN deployment.
Mobile deployment.
The nodes with mobility can build mobile sensor network with more reasonable deployment program.
Based on the artificial potential field, mobile node typically gets attractive and repulsive forces [18] . It expands the nodes gathering together to the surroundings by the repulsion among the nodes or the repulsion between the nodes and the barriers. As a result of this, network coverage is expanded. According to the composition of attractive force and repulsive force among the neighbor nodes, the barriers and the target, the cluster head node calculates the destination position of the other members in the cluster. The algorithms based on artificial potential field can make the nodes expand to the whole perception area quickly, but they do not consider the node crash which is able to appear, and they are easy to fall into the local optimal solution.
To overcome the limitations such as local minimum, the blockage of a narrow channel and vibration which will cause interference and instability to the system? Researchers have proposed many new methods. For example, Song [19] uses certainty degree to express the barriers abstractly, he divides the work area into many small square units, and each unit is associated with a certainty degree valued in [0, 1]. Then, the network is forced by the virtual repulsive forces of the cells in the active windows to spread itself throughout the environment. There is also a deployment based on hierarchy potential field and the network coverage enhancement based on the virtual force [20] , these algorithms enhance the application of the mobile sensor network deployment strategy in some degree.
Similar with the concept of the virtual force, Liao [21] proposes the node deployment algorithm based on firefly group optimization, the purpose is to enhance the network coverage of the initial random deployment. The algorithm regards each node as a distributed light of firefly, the strength depends on the distance between the sensor node and its neighbor node. The node is attracted by the nodes with low-intensity fluorescence and moves towards one of the nodes. Thus, the algorithm achieves maximum perception area by moving the nodes towards the low-perception strength area. As it is easy to result in coverage hole or network segmentation in spare network environment, there has been a self-deployment algorithm to face the spare deployment of the anti-division in mobile sensor network [22, 23] .
At present, most algorithms are centralized, these algorithms assume that the node or the cluster head node can get the positions of the other nodes and determine where these nodes should move. In real situation, it is difficult to find a centralized server; we must adopt the efficient distributed algorithms. However, the research in this field is very rare at the moment.
Researchers have proposed some deployment strategy of limiting the moving range of the node because the energy consumption in node mobility is much larger than its perception and communication. The most limited mobility is a disposable mobility, that is to say, the node can only flip or jump once to the limited new position, so the goal is to achieve maximum coverage with minimum total hop. Because the optimized design is very difficult, Chellappan [24] proposes a strategy which describes the initial deployment of the network as a virtual figure. In his strategy, each network grid corresponds with a vertex in the figure, so he transforms the minimum hops and the maximum coverage into the minimum cost and the maximum flow in his figure, at last, we can use many algorithms to solve it. The disadvantage of the strategy is that it requires the length of the grid d and the perception radius of the node Rs meeting the constraint condition , which reduces the coverage of the nodes apparently. And it does not take the connectivity of the network into account.
In order to achieve the energy savings in the move of the node, it is necessary to establish the energy constraints and the optimized move according to the whole situation of the network [25] [26] [27] . Greco [26] studies the optimized deployment for nodes with all-direction perception but limited moving distance. His model supports complicated environment by two-step operation to find the local optima according to the discrete time gradient. The first step is to carry through rough optimization so that the node can be divided into clusters and move in planar area. Perception radius can also be changed to meet the simplified model of the environment. The node position achieved is mapped into the network for fine optimization of the second step. Through nodes' movement, the second step can be implemented by online distributed ways. Kuang [27] introduces the genetic algorithm which takes the jumping direction of the nodes as its gene. The fitness function which can achieve the optimal motion planning both considers the maximum coverage and the minimum moving distance. Fig.3 shows the simulation result of mixed deployment with mobility-limited sensor nodes [25] . Fig.3 Simulation result of mixed deployment There are some similar researches such as limited mobile deployment of grid point and probability or based on a neighbor of topological knowledge jump, etc. Since mobile deployment of multi-coverage network is relatively complicated, there is little research on it. A typical case is mobile sensor deployment optimization for k-coverage in wireless sensor networks with a limited mobility model [28] . It permits some nodes to move and fill the empty network. The strategy builds a disk model to limit the moving range of mobile nodes. Then particle swarm optimization is used to enhance the k-coverage of the network.
Deployment of hybrid network.
Adding suitable amount of heterogeneous nodes in WSN can improve the success rate of data transmission and extend the lifetime of the network.
For those heterogeneous node networks including mobile and fixed agent, Gani [29] divides WSN into perception layer, polymer layer and query layer. Among them, the mobile agent of the polymer receives data from the perception layer according to the principle of the nearest neighborhood. At the same time, Gani builds the utility function based on communication cost and controls mobile nodes to move from any initial position to the position where the utility value is minimum on the basis of gradient descent. For those anisotropic nodes, Akbarzadeh [30] thinks that current assumption of most deployment methods is too simple, so the results obtained are far away from the optimal value in actual situation.
Because it is difficult to build model for the environment, researchers mainly focus on energy consumption or the minimum cost, and fewer take the environment limitation and the factors of the route and energy into account. Introducing into mobile robot nodes to achieve flexible deployment of the wireless sensor network and its nodes, is especially important for the unknown environment.
For rapid response of the monitoring WSN, Xing [31] proposes a monitoring model which can make the static and the dynamic nodes collaborate effectively based on data fusion. By optimizing the scheduling, the model achieves the monitoring performance and reduces the cumulative distance of the nodes at the same time. Batalin [32] also thinks that the robot and the sensor network cooperate with each other in order to achieve coverage and exploration, so he proposes an efficient local optimization algorithm, that is the Least Recently Visited (LRV) algorithm, and proves that it is corresponding with the complete graph and optimal tree. Fig.4 shows the behavior switching for mobile sensor node. At different stage, the robot fulfills different task between SearchBeacon and AtBeacon [32] . Combining the aircraft and the sensor network to form a rapid deployment and a monitoring network of large-scale coverage, is a potential research, but the progress is slow because of the research conditions. At present, there are only a little well-known research on it. Corke [33] uses flying robot to deploy sensor network and to solve large-scale environmental monitor and emergency charges. Helicopter can communicate with the terrestrial network for network deployment, node location and network maintenance, and as a relay data transmission between disconnect networks. The system can realize the command control of the node deployment, and supports navigation, monitoring, search and rescue missions. The AWARE project [34] of the EU builds an experimental platform to provide the collaboration between the flying robot and ground-sensing of the implementation network. The project achieves self-deployment, self-configuring and self-healing of the sensor network by helicopter. At the same time, the project also builds a distributed, autonomous decision-making framework, and achieves the collaboration between the high bandwidth of the helicopter and the low bandwidth of the WSN by using middleware and publish/subscribe.
Evaluation of Sensor Network Deployment
The evaluation of the network deployment is especially essential for analyzing and improving the strategy of the deployment, so researchers have proposed some indexes such as the covering strength, coverage rate and exposure, etc.
In sensor deployment area, the spatial distribution of network coverage intensity can be characterized by the field strength of the coverage. Assuming that there are n sensors such as s 1 ,s 2 ,…,s n on the working state in the area, if we regard S(s i ,q) as the coverage quality of sensor s i at point q, then the field intensity of point q can be expressed as:
For the probability model, the field intensity of the coverage is often defined as joint detection probability of neighbouring nodes of point q, rather than simple addition. Assuming that the area is divided into N grids and the joint detection probability required is p req , then the field intensity of whole area is defined as:
The logical variable F acum is 1 when P i is less than p req , otherwise it is 0. The detection area is sampled uniformly to extract N effective grid points. Assuming that the number of the grid points is k when the coverage field intensity arrives to the minimum detection probability, then the effective detection probability of the network can be defined as:
Here, GridNum(k) represents the degree that the k-th grid point meets the requirement of the detection probability. It is 1 when the degree is meted, otherwise it is 0.
For the sensor network aiming at mobile target surveillance, exposure degree is often used to characterize the cumulative effect of the field intensity when the target goes through the surveillance area. Since the target's track can be any curve, it is difficult to give an accurate mathematical description. Therefore, Shen [35] redefines the exposure based on the grid division:
In the formula (4), |p(i)| is the length of the mobile track p(i). At the same time, i is the grid number while i max is the total number. If we regard the i-th grid that the track goes through as Grid(i), then the corresponding field intensity is I (F,Grid(i) ).
Summary
For the optimized deployment of wireless sensor network, many scientific issues must be considered combining with technological and engineering factors. There are still many challengeable problems to be solved. Here we can list some topic of future research:
(1) The perception models and algorithms close to the actual physical situations. Most of the existent perception models do not consider communication interference and the direction of sensor nodes. There exists a large deviation from real situation. Meanwhile, the perception area is usually of irregular shapes. Background noise should also be considered.
(2) Fusing the application background and the field knowledge together. WSN is an application-related network. It is necessary to combine the environment factors with expert knowledge so that optimal deployment can be obtained. In addition, it is also easy to implement through context-sensitive, application-oriented and information localization to improve the algorithms.
(3) Deployment of the WSN network in three-dimensional space. With the development of WSN in underwater and underground environment, the importance of the three-dimensional network has emerged gradually. But most of the deployment algorithms in two-dimensional space will evolve into NP-Hard problem in three-dimensional pace [36] . Therefore, we must propose new strategies.
(4) WSN Network Re-deployment and maintenance. With time elapsing, the network topology will be changed due to nodes' hardware failure or energy depletion [37] . Thus it is necessary to make re-deployment and maintainance.
(5) Hybrid deployment of different kinds of nodes. Deployment of heterogeneous nodes is seldom investigated at present. It is necessary to strengthen the research of the large-scale heterogeneous deployment for different nodes with variable functions and types.
(6) WSN middleware. Middleware [38] will be beneficial for the rapid deployment of WSN. It can hide the data source in virtual abstraction layer of the sensor so as to build simple, unified API port and interact with the sensor network.
